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The basic idee a of this paper is the algebraic construction of some func
tions representing prolongations of the Smarandache type functions to more 
complete sets already known and having specified properties. 

A. Starting from a sequence of positive integers fj : N* -4 N* satisfyi.l1g 
the condition 

'iln E N*, 3mn E N*, 'ilm > mn ==? n/(T (m) (1) 

(such sequences-possibly satisfying an extra condition-considered by C. Chris
tol to generalise the p-adic numbers were called also multiplicative convergent 
to zero; for example: (T (n) = n!)it was built an associated Smarandache type 
function that is SeT : N* -4 N* defined by 

SeT (n) = min {mn : mn is given by (I)} (2) 

(For fj : N* -4 N* with (T (n) = n! the associated function SeT is just the 
Smarandache function.) 

The sequence is noted (TOd and the associated function SOd. 

For each such a sequence, the associated function has a series of properties 
already proved, from whom we retain: 

vVe can stand out:-the universal algebra (N*, n), the set of operations is 
n = {v d, 'Po} where V d : (N*)2 -4 N'" with 'ilx, yEN", xV d Y = [x, y] and 



<Po : (N*)Q ~ N* the null operation that fi..'<:es I-unique particular element 
with the role of neutral element for "Vd"; 1 = eVd -the universal algebra 
(N*,rn with rt' = {V,1,Uo} where V : (N*)2 ~ N'", "Ix, y E N*; x V y = 

sup {x, y} and 1,Uo : (N*)~ ~ N" a null operation that fixes I-unique particular 
element with the role of neutral element for" V": 1 = ev. vVe observe that 
the universal algebra (N*, rt) and (N*, rt') are of the same type 

(~d ~o) ~ (~ ~o) 
and with the similarity (bijective) V d ~ V and <po ~ 1,Uo function SOd : 
N* ~ N* is a morphism between them. 

We already know that eN*)I ,rt) with I-a some set-is an universal alge-

bra ''lith rt = {u,'l, wo} defined by : 

WI : (N*/ x (N*)I ~ (N*)I 

with 

Va = {~}iEI' b = {bi}iEI' a, bE (N*/ , WI (a, b) = {ai Vd bi}iEI 

and Wo a null operation: ew l = {~= 1 hEI (the canonical projections Pj 
being, of course, morphismes between ((N*/,rt) and (N*,rt) (see [3, tho 

l.a)])). 
We also know that ((N*/ ,rt') with rt' = {BI,Bo} defined by 

Bl : (N*/ X (N*)I ~ (N*)I 

by 
Va = {ai}iEI' b = {biLEI' a, bE (N*)I , B1 (a, b) = {~V bi}iEI 

and Bo - a null operation: eel = {~ = IhEI (neutral element) is an universal 
algebra and is of the same type as the above one. 

With all these known elements we can state: 

Theorem 1 If SOd : N* ~ N* is a Smarandache t'llpe function defined by 
(2), morphism between (N*,rt) and (N*,D.') and I is a some set, then there 
is an unique SOd.: (N*)I ~ (N*/ , morphism between the universal alge-
bras UN*)I, rt) 'and ((N*)I , rt') so that Pi 0 SOd = SOd. 0 pi, i E I, where 

Pj : (N*)I ~ (N*) 'U1'ith Va = {aihEI E (N*)I, Pj (a) = aj, Vj E I are 
the canonical projections, morphismes between ((N*) I , rt') and (N*, rt') , Pi : 
(N*)I ~ N*, analoguous between ((N*)I ,rt) and (N",rt). 
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Proof. vVe use the property of universality of the universal algebra 
((N*)! , .0') : for every (A, e) with e = {T, eo} is an universal algebra of the 

same type with ((N*)! ,.0') and Ui : A --+ N", Vi E I, morphismes between 

(A, e) and (N", .0') , there is an unique U : A --+ (N")! morphism between the 

universal algebras (A, e) and ((N*)! , .0') , so that Pj 0 U = Uj, Vj E I, with 

Pj - the canonical projections. A some universal algebra can be ((N*)! ,.0) 
because is of the same type and the morphismes from the assumption can be 
Ui : (N*/ --+ N* defined by: 

Va = {ai}iEI E (N'Y, Uj (a) = SOd (aj) -¢:::=* Uj = SOd 0 Pi> Vj E I, 

where SOd is a Smarandache type function, morphisme, as we mow from 
(3) and Pj - the canonical projections, morphismes between ((N*)I , .0) and 

(N*, .o)(Ui are morphismes as a composition of two morphismes). The as
sumptions of the property of universality being ensured, it results that there 
is an unique SOd : (N*l --+ (N*/, morphismes between ((N*)!, .0) and 

((N*)! ,.0') so that Pj 0 SOd = uj, Vj E I, i.e. Pj 0 SOd = SOd 0 Pj, Vj E I .• 

B. A sequence of positive integers (j : N* --+ N'" is called" of divisibility 
(d.s.)" if: 

min ~ (j (m) l(j (n) 

and "of strong divisibility (s.d.s.)" if: 

(j((m,n)) = ((j(m) ,(j(n)), Vm,n E N*, 

with (m, n) the greatest common factor. 

(4) 

(5) 

The sequence s.d.s. were studied by N. Jansen; the Fibonacci sequence 
defined by 

is a s.d.s. 
Starting from a sequence (jdd : N* --+ N* that satisfies the condition 

Vn E N*, 3717.n E N*, Vm EN"', ffinln ~ n/(j (m), (6) 

as associated Smarandache's function was built that is SM. : N* --+ N* given 
by 

SM. (n) = min {mn : 'Tnn is given by (6)} , Vn E N*, (7) 
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having a series of already known properties from w}ljc..h we retain: 
if the sequence CTdd, is s.d.s. and satisfies (6), then 

where [a, bj is the smallest common multiple of a and b (see [1, tho 2.5]). 

(8) 

vVe can stand out the universal algebra (N*, n) where, this time, n = 

{V d, Ad, 'Po} of the type T = (~d ~d ~o) with mown V d and 'Po (from 

A) and Ad : (N*)2 ~ N* defined by 

x Ad Y = (x, y) , Vx, Y E N*. 

It is known that then there is an universal algebra ((N*)I, n) with I -
- I 

a some set and here n = {WI, W2, wo} with WI, W~ mown and W2 : (N*) X 

(N*)I ~ (N*)I defined by: 

W2 (a, b) = {ai Ad bi}iEI' Va = {ai}iEI' b = {bi}iEI E(N*)l. 

It can be stated the same as at A: 

Theorem 2 If Sdd, : N* ~ N* is a Smarandache t'bpe function defined by 
(1), endomorphism for the universal algebra (N*, n) and I - a some set, 
then there is an unique Sdd, : (N*)I ~ (N*)I , an endomorphism for the above 

universal algebra ((N*)I ,n) so that Pi 0 Slid = Slid 0 Pi, Vi E I. 

The analogical proof with that of tho 1. can be also done directly; the 
corespondence Sdd, is defined and it is shown that is a D.mction, endomorphism, 
the required conditions being obviously satisfied. 

Remark 1 If the initial sequence (Jdd, isn't at all s.d.s. but satisfies (6) with 
a view to the properties of the associated function, a function can be always 
defined Sdd, : (N*/ ~ (N*)I that is no more an endomorphism for the given 

universal algebra ((N* l ,n) than in certain conditions or in particular cases 

(see [J, tho 2.4.}). 
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C. Starting from a sequence noted CTdO of positive -integers erdO : N* ---4- N* 
that satisfies the condition: 

'ifn E N*, 3'T71.n E N*; 'ifm E N", ffin/m ===:;.. n ~ CTdO (m) (9) 

are associated Smarandache type function was built, defined by: 

SdO (n) = min{ffin \ffin satisfies (9) } (10) 

having known properties. 
Standing out the universal algebra (N*, D') when here D! - {V, /\, to} 

with V, to known, and /\ : (N*)2 ---4- N* by 

x /\ Y = inf {x, y}, 'if x, yEN" 

it can be proved the same way that there is an unique SdO : (N*)l ---4- (N*l 
endomorphism of the universal algebra ((N*)l ,D') so that 

Above we built the prolongations Sij to more complexe sets of the Smaran
dache type functions noted Sij (for I = {I} ===:;.. sw' = Sij)' The algebric 
properties of the Sij, for their restrictions to N*, could bring new properties 
for the Smarandache type function that we cop..sidered above. 
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